
Item: 1656JC

37.5" W x 20" D x 62" H

MSRP Price: $542.17

Ship Weight: 43 lbs

Warranty: Lifetime

Minimal Assembly

Made in United States

Help enforce social distancing in open spaces with this see-thru mobile 
divider. Easily keep chairs separated in waiting rooms and classrooms or 
divide large areas. The clear panel not only reduces the spread of germs 
and airborne illnesses, but it also creates a barrier for sound. Heavy-duty 
locking casters makes it easy to move around a room to areas of need. 
The see-thru panel allows for easy viewing and cleaning. This panel can 
also be used as a crib divider when cribs are placed end to end. When 
using it as a crib divider, it follows ITERS-R Personal Care Routines 
8.Nap 3.2 Standards and fits with standard sized CPSIA compliant cribs.  
KYDZSafe® edges.  KYDZStrong® construction.  KYDZTuff® finish.  
Heavy-duty, locking casters for mobility.  Commitment to Care.  
GREENGUARD Gold certified. CARB II & CPSIA compliant..  See 
cleaning recommendations at www.jonti-craft.com/cleaning.

More information at:
http://www.jonti-craft.com/Catalog/Detail.asp?Item=1656JC
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Jonti-Craft Flagship Features Include:

KYDZSafe corners & edges are rounded to minimum of ½” radius. KYDZSafe kickplates prevent pinching & lost objects. 
KYDZSafe 15” depth adds increased stability & 25% more storage than competitor’s 12” depth. KYDZStrong materials are 
guaranteed to last. KYDZStrong dowel-pin construction adds stability & strength. KYDZStrong Recessed backs give stability 
& structural integrity. KYDZTuff acrylic finish is ultra-long lasting and resists yellowing. The UV coating is environmentally 
friendly and easy to clean with an extra-strong resistance to daily wear and common cleaning products, like bleach and nail 
polish remover.   
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